◆ 1. Engine: Japanese Robin 6.0HP or Honda 5.5HP
four-stroke air-cooled gasoline engine.
◆ 2.Driving system: Imported oil pressurized
continuously variable speed transmission system
(HTS) with automatic brake device that can freely go
ahead, back off and stop.
◆3. Driving speed: Forward 0-2 0km/h.
◆4. Maximum climbing capacity: 15°.
◆5. Micro-electronic control system: The core control
unit of this system is a PLC (programmable logic
controller) which brings the micro-electronic
intelligent control into effect to make its performance
more stable and structure more compacted. There are
many marking standard control methods in this
system, so users can freely adjust the marking type
according to the personal needs.
◆ 6. Paint tank: It is made of aluminum alloy, and
adopts arc bottom design, maximize use this tank so as
to increase the capacity and heating area. Equipped
with horizontal double blades stirring system, it is
easy and convenient to add paint with big charge port.
The capacity is 73L.
◆7. Glass beads bin: Bin with window, which can check
the quantity of glass beads in time, the capacity is 14L.
◆ 8. Glass beads dispenser: The automatic definite quantity dispenser synchronous with the paint screeding system, ensures the
dispenser evener and more economical.
◆9. Chassis: A firm welded frame which is made of hard aluminum alloy, whose surface has been corrosion resistance treatment or
heat resistance spraying treatment. Equipped with high speed imported bearing to ensure the whole machine more lightsome and
convenient.
◆ 10. Marking shoe: The structure plate is made of imported special aluminum steel with fire resistance (2000℃ ), oxidation
resistance and deformation resistance, which has better stability after being punched. The plinth is special screeding structure. The
floor knife adopts imported hard tungsten knife-head. The nice manufacture techniques of bucket ensure better sensibility, abrasion
resistance and firmness, and profiled shape more regular, the edge of bottom line more straight, the head more perfect. The standard
configuration of shoe is 150mm.
◆ 11. Rear wheel directional device: Lockable direction device which can ensure the road marking machine freely operated in
straight or twist.
◆12. Marking width: Customer can change bottom knife quickly according to requirement during construction, which can satisfy
different marking constructions, the standard bottom knife is 150mm.
◆13. Marking thickness: The thickness of bottom line (1.5-2.5mm) can be freely adjusted through adjusting the control device of
the floor knife.
◆ 14. Heating system: pressure injecting fuel oil heating way or infrared propane heating type, which can save 30% fuel than
traditional heating way, equipped with electronic ignition,double heating sources ensure heating evener, faster, safer, and more
environmental.
◆15.Size & weight: 1820mm(L)x13000mm(W)x1200mm(H)·134kg (excluding the gas tank, with a 150mm marking shoe).
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

